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SDH/SONET Explained in Functional Models: Modeling the Optical Transport NetworkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
SDH/SONET Explained in Functional Models represents a fresh approach to the modeling of transport network technologies. This practical guide and reference text uncovers the description of SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy), SONET (Synchronous Optical Network) and OTN (Optical Transport Network) transport networks and equipment using...
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Foundations of Modern PhysicsCambridge University Press, 2021

	In addition to his ground-breaking research, Nobel Laureate Steven Weinberg is known for a series of highly praised texts on various aspects of physics, combining exceptional physical insight with his gift for clear exposition. Describing the foundations of modern physics in their historical context and with some new derivations, Weinberg...
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Principles of Communications Networks and SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book addresses the fundamentals of communications systems and networks, providing
	models and analytical methods for evaluating their performance. It is divided into ten chapters,
	which are the result of a joint effort by the authors and contributors. The authors and the
	contributors have a long history of collaboration, both in...
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Nanomagnetism and SpintronicsElsevier Limited, 2009
Spintronics is a newly developing area in the field of magnetism, where the interplay of magnetism and transport phenomena is studied experimentally and theoretically. This book introduces the recent progresses in the researches relating to spintronics.                                       

- From electronics to spintronics.
-...
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Neutronic Analysis For Nuclear Reactor SystemsSpringer, 2019

	
		This expanded new edition develops the theory of nuclear reactors from the fundamentals of fission to the operating characteristics of modern reactors. The first half of the book emphasizes reactor criticality analysis and all of the fundamentals that go into modern calculations. Simplified one group diffusion theory models are...
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MCTS 70-662 Rapid Review: Configuring Microsoft Exchange Server 2010Microsoft Press, 2012

	
	
		This Rapid Review is designed to help you assess—and complete—your readiness
	
		for MCTS exam 70-662: Microsoft Exchange Server 2010, Configuring. The Rapid
	
		Review series is intended for exam candidates who already have a solid grasp on the
	
		exam objectives through a combination of experience, skills, and...
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Exchange Server Cookbook : For Exchange Server 2003 and Exchange 2000 ServerO'Reilly, 2005
Ask network administrators what their most critical computer  application is, and most will say "email" without a moment's hesitation. If you  run a network powered by Windows 2000 or Windows Server 2003, Microsoft Exchange  occupies much of your time. According to Microsoft, 110 million Exchange seats  have been...
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Ionosphere and Applied Aspects of Radio Communication and RadarCRC Press, 2008
This book describes the main aspects of radio propagation due to different natural and manmade phenomena occurring in ionospheric plasma. It discusses the possibility of stable radio communication links based on local scattering at field-elongated plasma inhomogeneities including natural inhomogeneities as well as artificial inhomogeneities. The...
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ElasticSearch CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	As a user of ElasticSearch in your web applications you’ll already know what a powerful technology it is, and with this book you can take it to new heights with a whole range of enhanced solutions from plugins to scripting.


	Overview

	
		Write native plugins to extend the capabilities of ElasticSearch to...
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Mobile Interaction DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Computers anytime, anyplace. This long-term research goal is daily becoming more and more of a
focused reality. The mobiles are amongst us. And devices we carry around in our pockets are more
powerful than those on board the rockets that took the first people to the moon. But where are
we going, today? How should these handhelds,...
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AAA and Network Security for Mobile Access: Radius, Diameter, EAP, PKI and IP MobilityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
AAA (Authentication, Authorization, Accounting) describes a framework for intelligently controlling access to network resources, enforcing policies, and providing the information necessary to bill for services. 
    AAA and Network Security for Mobile Access is an invaluable guide to the AAA concepts and framework, including its...
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C: An advanced introduction (Principles of computer science series)Computer Science Press, 1985
The C programming language was designed and implemented by Dennis Ritchie in 1972 at AT&T Bell Laboratories. Despite a late start, the popularity of C has been increasing rapidly. C compilers are now available for many machines and the list of available C compilers is growing fast [Halfant 1983, Kern 1983, Phraner 1983]. Two important reasons...
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